GRAITEC Innovation SAS
Tel. : 0825 88 16 50
Email : info.france@graitec.com

FRANCE
GRAITEC France - Paris
Tel. : : +33 (0)1 69 41 74 10
Email : info.france@graitec.com
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GRAITEC France - Nancy
Tel. : +33 (0)3 83 44 68 46
Email : info.france@graitec.com
GRAITEC France - Toulouse
Tel. : +33 (0)5 61 00 48 17
Email : info.france@graitec.com
GRAITEC France - Lyon
Tel. : +33 (0)4 78 71 02 02
Email : info.france@graitec.com
GRAITEC France - Nantes
Tel. : +33 (0)2 40 73 19 23
Email : info.france@graitec.com
GRAITEC France - Aix-en-Provence
Tel. : +33 (0)6 76 13 35 58
Email : info.france@graitec.com

UNITED KINGDOM
GRAITEC UK - Southampton
Tel. : 02380 868947
Email : sales@graitec.co.uk
GRAITEC UK - Bradford
Tel. : 01274 532919
Email : sales@graitec.co.uk

GRAITEC UK - Nottingham
Tel. : 0115 969 1114
Email : sales@graitec.co.uk

GERMANY
GRAITEC Germany - Essen
Tel. : +49 (0) 201 / 647297-50
Email : info.germany@graitec.com
GRAITEC Germany - Bedburg-Hau
Tel. : +49 (0) 2821 / 79070-00
Email : info.germany@graitec.com
GRAITEC Germany - Leipzig
Tel. : +49 (0) 341 / 523 8000-5
Email : info.germany@graitec.com
GRAITEC Germany - München
Tel. : +49 (0) 89 / 92 13 10 09-0
Email : info.germany@graitec.com

CENTRAL & EAST EUROPE
GRAITEC Czech Republic - Prague
Tel. : +420 244 016 055
Email : info@graitec.cz
GRAITEC Czech Republic - Brno
Tel. : +420 538 728 742
Email : info@graitec.cz
GRAITEC Romania - Bucharest
Tel. : +40 (21) 410 0119
Email : info@graitec.ro
GRAITEC Italy - Venice
Tel. : +39 041 5801088
Email : info.italia@graitec.com
GRAITEC Russia - Moscow
Tel. : +7(495) 225-13-65
Email : info@graitec.ru

ASIA, CANADA, USA
GRAITEC India - Mumbai
Tel. : +91 22 6181 8328
Email : info.india@graitec.com
GRAITEC Canada - Québec
Tel. : (450) 674-0657 ext 300
Email : info.canada@graitec.com
GRAITEC USA - Houston
Tel. : 1-800-724-5678
Email : info.usa@graitec.com
GRAITEC USA - Los Angeles
Tel. : 1-800-724-5678
Email : info.usa@graitec.com

www.graitec.com

GRAITEC UK - Durham
Tel. : 0191 374 2020
Email : sales@graitec.co.uk

Technology Driven

“GRAITEC: passionate about people;
driven by innovation; inspiring
next-generation technology;
delivering unrivalled performance;
achieving customer success”
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Evolving from one of Europe’s largest independent CAD, CAE and BIM software
authors, with an enviable reputation in the AEC industry, GRAITEC now stands as one
of the largest Global Autodesk Partners and Value Added Resellers, holding multiple
Autodesk accreditations and authorized specializations
across our subsidiaries covering AEC, Manufacturing
and Infrastructure industries, whilst still retaining our
specialist and pivotal role as an innovative applications
and software developer.

global
experience
supporting
local needs

Underpinned by more than 28 years delivering quality
technology solutions and professional services to
the construction industry, and supported by a rapidly
expanding worldwide coverage, GRAITEC is alone in delivering global experience and
specialist BIM solutions that support local needs. Our worldwide coverage with an
expert ‘local touch’ further reinforces our commitment to our customers that few can
match.

Construction first

Corporate Values
The true value of GRAITEC comes from our highly skilled, dedicated and motivated staff; all committed
to delivering our renowned quality services and innovative technology, with professionalism, integrity
and passion that ensures our customer success!

Strength in People
“GRAITEC continues its role as a dynamic software author in the AEC industry,
whilst simultaneously consolidating our status as a worldwide provider of BIM
software technology and services as a strategic Autodesk partner.

Inspiring the next generation
At the heart of GRAITEC lies an organization of dedicated individuals committed to inspiring our younger
generation. Many GRAITEC staff, including the Group CEO, Francis Guillemard, give their time to lecture
at leading Construction, Engineering and Technology Universities and Colleges nurturing our youths
natural creativity to challenge design-concepts and push the ‘accepted boundaries’ of future structures
yet to be imagined.

Strong. Stable. Sustainable.
•

Founded in 1986 and still owned by CEO Francis Guillemard

•

Over 28 years delivering innovative construction technology solutions

•

23 Offices in strategic global locations

•

Over 40,000 users worldwide

•

Customers in over 80 countries

•

Over 1,000,000(est) projects delivered with GRAITEC Technology

•

BIM Process, Technology and Services Specialists

•

Top Autodesk Value Added Reseller

•

One of the largest global Autodesk Partners and Independent Developers

•

Over 50 Authorized GRAITEC Partners and Resellers

•

. . . . Worldwide Exclusive Technology and Services

•

Unrivalled experience supporting the AEC market / Structural Engineers

•

Extensive cutting-edge portfolio of GRAITEC BIM products and Apps

•

Full Autodesk portfolio of AEC, Manufacturing and Infrastructure product suites*

•

Unique Analysis & Design developer delivering localized-software globally

Recognized by Autodesk as experts in the
field of steel and concrete BIM and Analysis
solutions, and with Construction deep in our
DNA, GRAITEC sights are firmly set on securing
our place as an inspirational worldwide
leader, delivering both Autodesk and GRAITEC
innovative BIM software technology and
services, across the AEC, Manufacturing and
Infrastructure industries globally.
GRAITEC continuously pushes the boundaries of technology and our innovative
BIM technology solutions are breaking new ground. This is testimony to our
commitment to deliver performance solutions to our customers. GRAITEC truly
is embarking on a new era and I am very proud to spearhead this journey”.
Francis Guillemard, CEO and founder GRAITEC

*Restricted to certain countries
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Inspiration first

Imagine.Design.Create.
Autodesk provides proven 3D design, engineering, and entertainment software to millions of professionals around
the world who use their portfolio of products to help solve design, business, and environmental challenges. Autodesk
delivers the industry’s broadest portfolio of software suites and services helping designers and engineers turn
design challenges into opportunities. Autodesk is pleased to have GRAITEC on board as an ISV partner (Independent
Software Vendor) for Autodesk Advance Steel. Given GRAITEC’s history developing and selling these products,
Autodesk believe GRAITEC is well-positioned to continue to support customers as they make the transition to
BIM-enabled steel and concrete detailing.
GRAITEC has long since been an Autodesk Authorized Developer and will continue to develop complimentary
solutions to Autodesk’s extensive range of BIM products but will also look to establish a more prominent position
as a global Autodesk reseller.
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Extensive portfolio of GRAITEC
and Autodesk technology

innovative
performance
technology
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GRAITEC’s extensive range of established CAD, CAE and BIM software
programs address a wide range of construction related design needs.
This combined with the full portfolio of Autodesk products and
BIM suites, covering AEC, Manufacturing and Infrastructure markets,
ensures GRAITEC is able to provide technical solutions to meet the most
demanding customer and project challenges.

Technology first

(AEC) Architecture
Engineering
Construction

Autodesk Design Suites are enhanced with GRAITEC BIM
platforms and further complimented by our dedicated
and well established, market leading regional software
solutions:

•

Plant
Oil & Gas

Bridge
Engineering

ARCHE - France
Design & Calculation of Concrete Structures

•

MELODY - France
Design & Calculation of Structural Steel

•

CADKON - Eastern Europe
Performance Extensions for MEP Designers

•

CS-STATIK - Germany
Multi-material Building Static Analysis

•

TREPCAD - Germany
3D Generic Stair Designer

•

Advance CAD - Global
Generic CAD Platform (DWG compliant)
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Product Design
& Manufacturing

Civil
Infrastructure

Solutions first

Autodesk® Product Design Suite is a complete solution for Digital Prototyping, delivering design,
visualization, and simulation tools to help you complete your entire engineering design process.
It provides a flexible set of tools for 3D mechanical design, simulation, surface modeling, tooling,
electrical design, visualization, documentation, and collaboration. These tools enable users to
digitally evaluate and optimize conceptual designs while smoothly exchanging engineering
information throughout the design workflow. Combining the powerful Digital Prototyping capabilities
of Autodesk® Inventor® software with enhanced design, visualization, and cloud services tools,
Autodesk Product Design Suite can help you make great products.

Autodesk® Plant Design Suite 2015 provides comprehensive
plant design, modeling, and review software in an economic
package that enables customers to design more efficiently
and helps them stay on schedule and within budget.
Building on the power of AutoCAD® software (further
complimented when used together with Autodesk®
Advance Steel), the Suite offers plant-specific content
with streamlined 2D drafting and P&ID design, integrated
modeling functionality for 3D piping design, structural
design, isometric/orthographic generation, combined with
project-wide model aggregation, clash detection and Digital
Prototyping of plant equipment and skids and finished off
with advanced tools for visualization and construction
simulation to help drive greater productivity and better
project coordination.

Image courtesy of Heurtey Petrochem

Autodesk® Advance Steel is easy-to-use and comprehensive software
for structural steel detailing. Built to run on the familiar Autodesk®
AutoCAD®, the software’s 3D modeling tools help you accelerate design
and detailing.
Work with an extensive library of intelligent, parametric structural
elements, steel connections, and plates, or model your own custom
elements and connections with intuitive tools. Help speed time to
fabrication by automatically generating shop and general arrangement
drawings, creating bills of material (BOMs), and producing DSTV CNC
files directly from your model. Interoperability with Autodesk® Revit®
software and other BIM solutions like GRAITEC Advance Design and Advance Workshop
supports a more connected BIM workflow from design through fabrication to construction.

Imagine.Design.Create.

Autodesk® Infrastructure Design Suite is a comprehensive software solution that provides a Building
Information Modeling (BIM) for Infrastructure workflow to help you gain more accurate, accessible,
and actionable insight throughout the lifecycle of your transportation, land, utility, and water projects.
With unique access to the Autodesk portfolio and intelligent model - based tools - both on the desktop
and in the cloud—customers can explore more design alternatives, achieve better results faster, and
collaborate more effectively while benefitting from comprehensive workflows not possible with
individual products alone, an expanded, industry-specific toolset and a more consistent, economical
and convenient user experience.
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Autodesk BIM Technology

be part of
the BIM
revolution

Autodesk® Building Design Suite is a portfolio of
interoperable building design software that supports BIMand CAD-based workflows to help professionals design,
simulate, visualize, and construct better buildings.
Tailored to meet the documentation needs of designers,
drafters, and detailers, combined with optimized and
comprehensive tools for design and construction that
provide greater insight across the building lifecycle helps
architects, MEP engineers, and structural engineers take
advantage of the power of BIM with intelligent 3D model–
based design. Take your designs to the next level with
powerful links to GRAITEC BIM technology.

Autodesk Advance Concrete software for concrete design and reinforcement detailing utilises the full power of
AutoCAD platform. With comprehensive libraries that include structural elements, openings, materials and sections,
as well as multi-level management tools for easier modeling, combined with collision detection and intuitive design
aids and supported by an easy-to-use interface, Autodesk Advance Concrete delivers fast, more precise creation of
reinforced concrete structures. Interoperability with Autodesk Revit software and GRAITEC Advance Design puts
Autodesk Advance Concrete in a more connected Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflow.

Creativity first

Innovative BIM Solutions
GRAITEC BIM designers are the next generation in automation, optimization and
interoperability. Combining analysis, intuitive modeling and automatic drawing and
report creation, GRAITEC BIM Designers are crafted to deliver exceptional performance
across multiple BIM and Analytical software applications.
With easy to use intuitive modeling tools, comprehensive built-in analytical assumptions covering a wide spectrum of
uses, and customisable outputs, GRAITEC BIM Designers not only add analytical capabilities to their host application,
automate the creation & design of 3D models, and produce fully detailed documentation, but also simplify, support and
control the complex multi-discipline model-sharing BIM exchange workflow.
Working across multiple software platforms, including GRAITEC Advance
Design, Autodesk Advance Steel and seamlessly integrated in Autodesk’s
flagship BIM product Revit, GRAITEC BIM Designers enable users to utilise
the same model and analytical data simultaneously across all supported
applications!
Designing a complete structural building or determining the reinforcement
requirement for a single beam or column, all supported by easy-to-use intuitive
interface and powerful built-in analytical calculations to optimize your design
and automate your drawing and report outputs, couldn’t be simpler with the
full range of GRAITEC BIM designers - providing simple solutions to complex
problems.

practical BIM
solutions to
everyday
challenges

GRAITEC PowerPack for Autodesk Advance Steel is the combined result of over 25 years’ experience in developing, and
delivering advanced steel software solutions, together with our extensive localized knowledge in understanding and
supporting a wide range of customer’s needs.

deliver
projects
faster

Specifically constructed to optimize end-user efficiency, and for the single purpose
of delivering unrivalled performance, the GRAITEC PowerPack for Autodesk Advance
Steel installs a wealth of additional functionality that delivers a distinct competitive
advantage to the user.

Whether it is the extensive fully-functional selection of joints and macros that allow you
to do complex modeling tasks much faster, or the enhanced industry-refined drawing
and BOM templates which eliminate and reduce editing time and give you access to the
right data when you need it most, or the extended supplier libraries that increase your portfolio and project flexibility;
the GRAITEC PowerPack for Autodesk Advance Steel enables you to take your steel detailing to a whole new level
delivering projects faster than ever!
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) is fast becoming the industry de
facto. Noted for driving down project costs and errors whilst optimizing
workflow and processes, BIM promotes early cross-discipline project
collaboration and data sharing which ultimately leads to shorter project
delivery times. The use of BIM data goes far beyond the planning and
design phase of the project and also lends itself to cost and resource
management, manufacturing and production, logistics and construction
management and of course facility operation, all of which need to be
supported by cutting edge technology and expertise.
Whilst many design companies (and software providers for that matter)
are still finding their ‘BIM feet’ GRAITEC remains a pioneer in the
BIM field, providing ground-breaking multi-platform BIM technology
applications, and a proven global customer-success track record few can
rival. Businesses looking to embark on a BIM journey, or evolve their
traditional BIM practices, are looking to GRAITEC to ensure their path to
success.

Innovation first

Optimize. Control. Manage
The key to running a successful and profitable manufacturing
business in today’s extremely competitive environment is
ultimate efficiency.
With direct links to Autodesk Advance Steel, and support for all major 3D Steel BIM and ERP software, combined
with drivers for major equipment manufacturers, GRAITEC Advance Workshop is an extremely versatile well-rounded
fabrication management solution.
Whether you’re a multi-site enterprise looking to unify, measure and manage your cross-site production, or a drawing
office looking to increase your project revenue by expanding the services offered to your clients, or a small workshop
looking to gain control of production, efficiently manage labour, stock and waste reduction or become more competitive,
or all of the above, GRAITEC Advance Workshop is the manufacturing management solution to help your business
succeed!
Big or small, automated or manual, GRAITEC Advance Workshop is the solution for optimizing, measuring, controlling
and managing every aspect of your manufacturing process, ensuring high-level accuracy and quality whilst increasing
your overall production capacity.

BIM compliant, cutting edge Finite Element Analysis technology is essential to delivering successful projects on time
every time. GRAITEC Advance Design delivers superior performance for structural analysis and design of Reinforced
Concrete, Steel and Timber structures to the very latest
international design codes. With easy modeling tools,
intuitive graphical interface and a powerful FEM analysis
engine, Advance Design is market leading, next generation
engineering BIM technology!

Advance Bridge is an intelligent solution for bridge design covering pedestrian, road and rail
structures according to Eurocode DE and DIN. Standard input options combined with the advantages
of model-based 3D operation, results in tremendous increase in everyday productivity delivering
projects in hours compared to days in other standard FEM packages. In addition to support for
the conceptual design, planning, and execution of all functions expected of professional bridge
software, Advance Bridge is the ideal integrated solution for the superstructure, the transverse
supporting structure as well as the creation of foundations, rust piles and abutments, creating a
single intelligent virtual model.
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Dedicated to performance
Arche has become an industry favourite and market leader for the design and drawing of reinforced concrete
structures. Arche’s remarkable innovative features includes preliminary sizing (beams, columns, walls, foundations…),
load distribution, wind bracing calculation automatic creation of reinforcement drawings according to different
standards, including EC0, EC1, EC2 and EC8.

Essential software for metalworkers and structural steel design offices, Melody automates the design and verification
of sections and connections according to Eurocodes for portal frames and canopies, floors and platforms. It produces
bills of quantities, cost estimates and calculation reports in a few simple steps.

CS-STATIK is a powerful suite of innovative structural analysis modules for foundations, masonry, concrete, steel and
timber construction. Working to industry standard Eurocode and DIN, the full CS-STATIK suite provides comprehensive
technical solutions to everyday project challenges built around by an easy to use Project Center to help organize and
manage projects with ease.

A powerful independent CAD platform, compatible with AutoCAD and the industry leading DWG® format, GRAITEC
Advance CAD completes our portfolio of high-end BIM and CAE technology with a solid economical CAD foundation.
From industry standard everyday-tools for 2D objects (lines, polylines, arc, circles, polygons, etc.) to modelling elements
for 3D solids to transparency view-styles and rendering, all supported by an ergonomic user-friendly interface offering
performance without compromise.

Intended for building and MEP detailers, and compliant to industry standards and customs, CADKON is a powerful
and easy to use 2D tool for rapidly reducing the time needed for drawing creation and eliminating routine drawing
tasks. Complete with an extensive database of symbols and equipment (which can be easily expanded and updated),
CADKON’s advantages are achieved through creation of detailed documentation and adaptability during reconstruction.

TREPCAD’s easy and intuitive interface rapidly designs, details, and parametrically updates steel stairways for
residential and industrial buildings. Requiring little CAD experience to achieve impressive results and with built-in
templates for straight, curved or balanced flights and landings, TREPCAD helps you quickly define your project, whilst
automatically producing fully dimensioned detailed drawings, cutting lists and 3D views.

Performance first

Expert Customer Success Services

your success
is our
success
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Driven by our own demanding values our ambition is to deliver a
complete customer experience which not only exceeds expectations
but sets new standards for quality and services across the industry.
Every aspect of our customer engagement process, from our initial
intricate customer-needs-analysis to our customised on-project
training or even our bespoke software development, is an opportunity
for us to eloquently impress our company values in a way that nurtures
prosperity in our customers.
Established from years of practical experience, industry knowledge and
dedicated staff, GRAITEC delivers global customer success services at a
standard difficult for others to replicate.

Customers first
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Mentoring, Consultancy and
Bespoke Project Services
Often the best way from A to B is to simply ask someone who knows the way. With Construction deeply
engrained in our DNA GRAITEC has established a long and successful habit of helping businesses, business
owners and business managers clearly visualize and understand the steps needed to realize their objectives.
Whether it is evolving legacy processes, upskilling staff, utilizing the right technology in the right way, or
designing and developing a purpose built, all-singing-all-dancing automated end-to-end solution that gives
you a jump on your competitors, GRAITEC Consultancy, Mentoring and Bespoke Project Development services
are here to help you reach your full potential.

Professional Services
Expert Technical Support Services
GRAITEC’s professional customer support service ensures today’s fast paced
businesses optimize their resources, minimize downtime and more importantly
meet ever tighter project-deadlines. The escalating and often immeasurable costs
of ill-timed technical issues can cripple a business’s performance. Not only does this
result in the loss of precious man-hours but also jeopardizes project delivery and
potentially invokes financial penalties tarnishing reputations. Relying on GRAITEC
to support your business not only gives your staff access to a wealth of dedicated
support services, including manned-helpdesk’s and remote product assistance
(and everything in between), all professionally delivered by our industry-leading
specialist engineers with real-world experience and expert product knowledge, but
crucially gives you peace of mind!

Data Management
Without question, aside from people, digital data is the lifeblood of today’s businesses. This is especially true
of architectural practices, engineering consultancies, design offices and manufacturing plants where CAD, CAE
and BIM data not only contains legal and contractual obligations but also the very essence of your intellectual
property. GRAITEC Data Management experts utilize the very latest cloud services and Autodesk technology
to help companies measure, manage and understand radically more about their businesses than ever before,
directly translating this knowledge into improved decision making and optimized performance.

optimize your
performance

Design & Visualization Studio
Based in the UK and Italy, GRAITEC expert 3D artists transform sketches, drawings, projects and ideas into
stunning visualizations, animations and digital content with an elegance and professionalism that makes your
designs stand out from the crowd. From 2D prints to virtual walkthroughs and everything in between, our
dynamic and creative team utilize cutting-edge technology blended with artistic flare and years of experience
to deliver an economic result of the highest quality (background image professionally rendered by GRAITEC
Design and Visualization Studio).

GRAITEC Advantage
GRAITEC Advantage is a dedicated customer resource centre providing access to a wealth of content,
documentation and software downloads and even includes access to a FAQ knowledge-base, online
e-support and a comprehensive customer community forum. GRAITEC Advantage accounts are available to
all customers with supported GRAITEC products.
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Training
The measure of success in any situation can quickly be related to the amount of time and relevant knowledge or
skill acquired beforehand. Beit an engineer, doctor, professional footballer or CAD designer, ultimate success is
proportional to the skill acquired. That is why GRAITEC training courses are designed to the highest standard by
industry and product experts and made available in our subsidiaries across the globe for your convenience. Our
courses are delivered in well-equipped first class facilities by people with real world experience and supported by
our extensive industry links to ensure you achieve success as efficiently as possible.
Whether you’re new to CAD, looking to upskill on a particular product or topic, or about to embark on a migrationto-BIM journey, the key to your success lies in the experience and skill of your mentor and is why so many
companies choose GRAITEC training courses for their staff development. Remember, no matter how powerful
software may be or how difficult a task, ‘know how’ makes it that much easier to succeed.

Excellence first
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1. Capital Gate

cover

Software used: Advance Steel
Location: Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Design office: Waagner-Biro Stahlbau AG
Architects office: RMJM Dubai (Robert Matthew and Johnson Marshall)

2. Cluj Arena Stadium

2-3

References

Software used: Advance Steel
Location: Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Design office: Cluj-Napoca Technical University, Dico and Tiganas Office Design Cluj-Napoca, Bogart
Construct Cluj-Napoca, DAS Engineering Group

Thierry HUMMEL, CTE Design Office

Architects office: Dico and Tiganas Office Design Cluj-Napoca

3. Centre Pompidou
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Software used: Advance Design
Location: Metz, France
Design office: CTE Design Office
Architects office: Shigeru Ban Architects Europe

4. Manchester Road Bridge
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Software used: Advance Steel
Location: Bradford, UK
Design office: Briton Fabricators
Architects office: Briton Fabricators

5. Public building “Flower”

“The Centre Pompidou-Metz has been an
important challenge in terms of structural
analysis for our engineer’s staff which called
upon all their skills. Today, this project is one
of the most exceptional references for our
Design office alongside others such as the
Grenoble Stadium located in a seismic area,
the Strasbourg Hospital (108m long building
without any dilatation joint), etc.”
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Software used: Advance Steel
Location: Novosibirsk, Russia
Design office: Schroeder & Associes

Victor CROITORU, Architect HEURTEY
PETROCHEM

Architects office: DVVD Ingénieurs Architectes Designers

6. AZ Tower
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Software used: Advance Concrete
Location: Brno, Czech Republic
Design office: JAPE-projekt
Architects office: Architektonická kancelář Burian – Křivinka

7. La Mediacité
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Software used: Advance Concrete
Location: Longdoz, Liège, Belgium
Design office: TPF ENGINEERING

“We were looking for 2D/3D design software
dedicated to steel constructions and Advance
Steel proved to be the most intuitive and easy
to adapt to our particular design situation.
We chose Advance Steel following intensive
testing of several products existing on the
market and based on the AutoCAD® platform
or compatible with it.”

Architects office: Jaspers-EYERS & Partners

8. ARS Electronica Center
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Software used: Advance Steel
Location: Linz, Austria

Ing. Jan PERLA, Managing Director,
JAPE-projekt

Design office: Grömer Stahl
Architects office: Treusch Architecture ZT

9. X-Yachts XP 50
Client: X-Yachts
Location: Southampton, UK
Design office: GRAITEC Design & Visualization Studio
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“Advance Concrete allowed us to work with
the last changes at the last minute. Advance
Concrete still respects the project deadlines
and has a permanent overview of quantity of
consumed concrete and area of used shutter.”

Autodesk logo and Autodesk product logos are registered trademarks of Autodesk Inc.
All other trademarks belong to their respective owner.
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Success first
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